Global Learning is #ProgressMadeReal

Dell Technologies is inviting you to get involved in driving change to produce an inclusive and powerful environment for our future—together.

Since the first solar learning lab opened in Nigeria, London-based nonprofit Computer Aid International has partnered with Dell Technologies to transform used shipping containers into community-driven creative spaces around the world. Thanks to this program, people in rural regions of countries like South Africa, Colombia, Kenya, and Morocco have reliable access to technology. Now, for the first time, we are inviting others who share our mission of expanding digital literacy around the world to get involved. We’re excited for others to join us in driving global change.

Our plan: 100 solar-powered computer labs by 2030

With your support, Dell Technologies will open 80 more labs by 2030, giving access and inspiration to children around the world to learn the necessary digital literacy skills to compete in the 21st-century workforce.

Let’s #MakeProgressReal—get involved today at SolarLearningLabs.org